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Denise, Don,
At Executive Committee on Thursday, I will need to request we amend the resolution to show a
higher RTA funding request (revised reso attached where the only change is the dollar amount) and
request the Board approve two versions of this agreement for execution (2nd version attached). I
did talk to Mary Tatroe on the issue described below and we feel this is our best approach. Please
call to discuss if you have any questions upon reading. Thank you,
Reason: After years of coordination with IDOT on this project and ready for an April letting, IDOTSpringfield advised the $2.1M EDP funds may have been allocated elsewhere and are threatening to
push back the letting while the mess is sorted out. IDOT District 1 agrees with us that the funding
should be available based on the IDOT 2002 award letter that granted over $24M to various projects
associated with the JADA/Centerpoint redevelopment. We spent yesterday and today gathering
documentation on our projects that received portions of that $24M EDP, but some of those projects
were Elwood and we have no record on that.
In any event, we MUST hold the IDOT April letting as that is the last chance to get a contractor out
this construction season. The road is in very poor condition and may require extreme measures or
closure if we have to go through another winter. We hope to get this resolved before County
Executive would execute the agreement, but I have no confidence in IDOT’s ability to resolve
quickly. So as a backup, we have created an agreement without the EDP funds listed so we hold the
IDOT April letting. If we end up having to execute the newer version, we will put forward an
amendment once we get IDOT squared away, but at least the contract could move forward.
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